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                            Carpet Court has an extensive range of quality flooring options to suit every home, budget and lifestyle anywhere in Australia. Engineered timber flooring, hard-wearing laminate floors, water-resistant vinyl planks, and an innovative range of hybrid floors are all available at your local Carpet Court store.
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Timber
For a classic look lasting a lifetime, you can’t go past the natural beauty and warmth of solid hardwood or engineered timber flooring. Carpet Court showcases high-quality timber floor collections across a wide price range for Australian homes. Choose from our low cost professional installation services or DIY.
View products
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Hybrid
Hybrid flooring is a rigid floating floor product that combines the best attributes of laminate and vinyl. The high-density core and tough surface of hybrid flooring is scratch-resistant, stain-resistant, water-resistant and pet friendly. This flooring is available in a wide range of natural colours and designs that perform like durable timber hardwood planks or tiles.
View products
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Laminate
Laminate flooring provides the look and feel of real timber for a fraction of the price. Offering a range of affordable prices and low installation costs, Carpet Court laminate floors are a popular choice in Australian homes. Resilient laminate flooring is scratch resistant, hard-wearing and easy to clean.
View products
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Vinyl
Achieve the look of real timber, stone or tile with vinyl flooring that is ideal for low-maintenance living. Vinyl flooring is hardwearing, easy to clean and able to withstand active family living and high-traffic areas. Popular vinyl planks and sheet vinyl are affordable options available in all Carpet Court stores across Australia.
View products
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Aussie Species
The Carpet Court Aussie Species Flooring Range is for every Australian home and every flooring budget. Our premium range includes genuine Australian hardwood timber flooring engineered to perfection, plus amazing timber lookalikes made from laminate, vinyl, and hybrid materials.
View products
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Oak
Carpet Court have a wide variety of beautiful oak colours and textures which are produced in many flooring lines across the timber, laminate, hybrid and vinyl collections. No matter what the flooring choice you make, you can rest assured that they are all of significant durability and resilience. Visit your local Carpet Court today to browse all of the flooring options in Oak.
View products
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                Flooring which adds the most value to a home

Flooring choices have evolved and today’s homeowners have more floor product options than ever. Still, it is important to work with flooring professionals with the experience and expertise to deliver high-quality flooring results. Choose from the Carpet Court range of flooring products to suit your home environment and personalised interior design. Improve functionality and increase the value of your home with Carpet Court.

At Carpet Court, high-quality flooring products include:

	timber flooring
	hybrid planks
	luxury vinyl planks or sheet vinyl
	laminate flooring


Every Carpet Court flooring collection has specific performance features. Our product designs and range of popular colour choices are second to none. You will find high-quality luxury flooring options and budget flooring options in every quality product style.

Renovating your home

With Carpet Court, you get to express your own interior design inspiration. If you are buying, selling, or renovating your home, quality flooring will take appearances to the next level. For classic style, contemporary appeal, or ultra-modern flooring, Carpet Court has the answers. We have the most extensive range of flooring materials, patterns, colours and styles to suit any renovation budget.

We understand that every home is different and have been in the business for decades transforming homes from the ordinary to the extraordinary. Explore Carpet Court flooring options that the whole family will appreciate, including hard-wearing flooring that is perfect for active children and curious pets.

Different available types of flooring

Carpet Court showcases a huge range of flooring products and you are bound to find the perfect match for your decor. Quality flooring lasts for decades, so we work with you to deliver long-term satisfaction. Trends come and go, but Carpet Court flooring will stand the test of time. For flooring that is on trend now and will keep up appearances for many years into the future, you can trust the versatile flooring choices at Carpet Court. Trending styles to look out for include:

Engineered Timber: Blackbutt, Brush Box, Ironbark, Spotted Gum, Stringybark, Tallowood

Laminate: Autumn Oak, Washed Oak, Mimosa, Teak, Walnut, Shale Grey, Cobblestone

Hybrid: Natural Oak, Weathered Hazel, Victoria Spotted Gum, Royal Hickory, Tundra Grey

Vinyl: Tasmanian Oak, Queensberry Oak, Coastal Blackbutt, Flinders Spotted Gum

Carpet Court flooring is available in different lengths and widths to match your home and show off your decor. Engineered timber flooring is the traditional favourite, although a similar look can be achieved with laminate flooring, hybrid flooring, and vinyl planks.

Finding the perfect flooring solution for your home

Flooring options have grown considerably during the past few decades. Manufacturing innovations and state-of-the-art technology has opened up a whole new world of hard flooring possibilities. Modern flooring products can even be used in bathrooms, laundries and other wet areas of the home. However, when choosing the perfect flooring solution for your home you should ask yourself a few questions.

	Do your floors receive direct sunlight?
	Do you have pets and young children?
	What sort of look and feel are you aiming for?
	What is your budget?


When exploring new flooring options, Australian homeowners use Carpet Court online resources to visualise our product materials, colours, and styles options.

Water-resistant flooring options

Water-resistant flooring, all-new hybrid flooring is the perfect solution. Hybrid flooring showcases the best properties of both laminate and vinyl for a durable, attractive and water-resistant flooring solution. Hybrid flooring is suitable for wet areas such as bathrooms, kitchens, and laundries. View our range of innovative water-resistant hybrid flooring products.

Most durable flooring for high-traffic areas

Carpet Court offers a range of durable and resilient flooring options. Engineered timber flooring is the traditional favourite, but for homeowners on a budget, it’s hard to beat modern laminate flooring that is extremely hardwearing and easy to clean and maintain. Vinyl flooring is another cost-effective choice suitable for high-traffic areas.

Allergy-friendly flooring options

Laminate and vinyl flooring both meet the criteria for allergy-friendly flooring. They don’t trap allergens and they are easy to clean. Luxury vinyl plank and vinyl tile flooring are hot new trends in flooring in recent years. They are durable, easy to clean and available in a variety of trendsetting colours and patterns. For lovers of quality, engineered timber hardwood flooring is always on trend. It’s easy to clean, looks great even with a little regular wear, and will last for decades.

Benefits of timber flooring

Timber flooring offers many benefits:

	The warm and lustrous nature of timber flooring provides a classic and timeless finish as well as a solid foundation for your living spaces, bedrooms and hallways.
	Timber's varied colours, textures and grains provide a unique finish with a feel like no other.
	Timber is durable, hardwearing and easy to maintain.
	Timber floors come in a variety of styles such as plank flooring, herringbone (geometric) and chevron (laid in a v-pattern) to create completely different looks.
	Engineered timber flooring offers a real hardwood layer attached to a timber core board. This provides a genuine timber finish that can be laid in a floating floor fashion.


Choosing laminate flooring

Laminate flooring is a very popular hard flooring solution for Australian homes. Laminate flooring is a good choice if:

	You have pets and/or young children. Laminate flooring replicates the look of real timber and is scratch and stain-resistant.
	You want an easy DIY installation. Laminate floating floors are much easier to install than solid timber floorboards.
	Your budget doesn't stretch to timber flooring. Laminate is an affordable and attractive product for homeowners on a budget.


The new kid on the block – hybrid flooring

Hybrid flooring is the latest floating floor innovation available at Carpet Court. Combining the best attributes of laminate flooring and vinyl flooring, hybrid flooring can be installed in most areas of the home. Hybrid floors are quick and easy to install making them DIY-friendly or a low-cost job for professionals. Contact your nearest Carpet Court for a free measure and quote.

Find the best flooring products for your home

When comparing flooring products for your home, consider the following:

	Budget - While timber flooring attracts the highest price tag and installation costs, other hard floating floor products vary considerably in price. Don't assume a particular type of flooring is beyond your budget.
	Sheet, plank, or tile? - Vinyl flooring is available in timber-look vinyl planks that look great in living areas. For commercial spaces, vinyl sheets that can withstand heavy foot traffic and are easy to clean are a smart affordable choice.
	How do you clean it? - If you have pets or young children, it’s worth considering hardwood floor coverings, hybrid flooring, laminate flooring, or vinyl with easy-care finishes.
	How does it feel? - If comfort underfoot is important to you, compare the feel of laminate flooring vs vinyl planks - they are both quite different. Soften the effect and provide cushioning underfoot with area rugs.
	How does it sound? - The sound of hard timber flooring, laminate flooring and hybrid flooring can be dampened by using a quality underlay. Consider using carpet or carpet tiles in bedrooms and living areas to deliver quieter acoustics.


Take the next step to finding the perfect flooring option for your space

Carpet Court is Australia’s favourite store for floor covering products, sales, and services. Visit us in-store to experience our great range of flooring products first-hand. Alternatively, make an enquiry online or over the phone. We can visit your home or business for a free measure and quote and provide plenty of inspirational ideas for your renovation or refurbishment project. Take the next step with Carpet Court and shop with confidence.

Carpet Court - the right flooring For You

As Australia’s largest flooring retailer with over 200 stores, you will find a fabulous Carpet Court showroom near you. We assist Australians from all walks of life to achieve their interior decorating dreams, with Carpet Court stores in all major Australian cities.

	Melbourne, Victoria
	Sydney, New South Wales
	Brisbane, Queensland
	Canberra, ACT
	Adelaide, South Australia
	Perth, Western Australia
	Darwin, Northern Territory
	Hobart, Tasmania


You will also find Carpet Court stores in regional cities and rural towns all over Australia. We partner with premium manufacturers of the highest quality floor coverings at the best available prices. Find a fantastic choice of high-performing, luxurious and surprisingly affordable flooring solutions throughout your state at a Carpet Court store near you. There is no job that is too big or too small for Carpet Court, so visit us today for a walk-through of our extensive product range.






Flooring which adds the most value to a home

Choosing a quality product from our large range of flooring options which best suits your home environment and interior design and could increase the value of your home in the eyes of a buyer.

At Carpet Court, high quality flooring products include:

	timber flooring,
	hybrid planks,
	luxury vinyl flooring such as vinyl planks or sheet vinyl,
	laminate flooring.


Within each flooring collection there is a range of prices, performance features, styles and designs. This means you can find high quality luxury flooring options and budget flooring options in each and every hard-flooring product.

Latest trends in flooring

Oak, Spotted Gum and Blackbutt remain popular choices, in smokey greys and naturally light tones.
 
Water resistant laminate flooring, hybrid flooring and vinyl planks are also popular flooring choices that deliver seamless flow throughout the home.

Finding the perfect flooring solution for your home

When choosing the perfect flooring solution for your home it is important to consider: 

	Do your floors receive direct sunlight?
	Do you have pets and young children?
	What sort of look and feel are you aiming for?
	What is your budget?


When choosing new flooring options, our home owners use our online resources for assistance to visualise potential colour and style options.

Different types of flooring available

There is a range of hardwood flooring options including: 

	Timber flooring
	Hybrid flooring
	Laminate flooring
	Vinyl flooring


You will find all of these high-quality flooring types at Carpet Court in a range of popular colours. 

Waterproof and water resistant flooring options

Hybrid flooring blends the best properties of both laminate and vinyl for a durable, attractive and waterproof flooring solution. Hybrid flooring is suitable for wet areas such as bathrooms, kitchens and laundries too.

View our range of innovative waterproof hybrid flooring at Carpet Court today!

Most durable flooring for high traffic areas

Carpet Court offers a range of durable and resilient flooring options. Laminate flooring offers an extremely hardwearing and easily cleaned flooring solution. Some vinyl flooring types and timber floors are also suitable for high traffic areas.

Benefits of timber flooring

Timber flooring offers many benefits:

	The warm and lustrous nature of timber flooring provides a classic and timeless finish as well as a solid foundation for your living spaces, bedrooms and hallways.
	Timber's varied colours, textures and grains provide a unique finish with a sleek feel.
	Timber is durable, hardwearing and easy to maintain.
	Timber floors come in a variety of styles such as plank flooring, herringbone (geometric) and chevron (laid in a v-pattern) to create completely different looks.
	Engineered timber flooring offers a real hardwood layer attached to a timber core board. This provides an authentic timber finish able to be laid in a floating floor fashion.


Choosing laminate flooring

Laminate flooring is one of the most popular hardwood flooring solutions for Australian homes. Laminate flooring is a good choice if:

	You have pets and/or young children. The surface replicates the look of real timber but laminate flooring has an incredibly tough, scratch-resistant, stain-resistant and often water resistant finish.
	You want an easy DIY installation. Laminate floating floors are much easier to install than solid timber floorboards.
	Your budget doesn't stretch to timber flooring. Laminate is far more affordable to the family budget.


The new kid on the block – hybrid flooring

Hybrid the latest floating floor innovation brought to you by Carpet Court.

Combining the best attributes of laminate flooring and vinyl flooring, hybrid flooring can be installed in most areas of the home.

Hybrid floors are quick and easy to install making them DIY friendly, or a low-cost job for professionals and we can provide you with a free measure and quote.

Find the best flooring products for your home

When comparing flooring products for your home, consider the following:

	Budget

While timber flooring attracts the highest price tag and installation costs, other hardwood floating floors vary considerably in price. Don't assume a particular type of flooring is beyond your budget.

	Sheet, plank, or tile?

Vinyl flooring is available in timber-look vinyl planks, and if you are covering commercial spaces we supply and install vinyl sheets and vinyl tiles as durability is the key.
 
	How do you clean it?

Consider which hardwood floor coverings may show streaks when damp-mopped. If you have pets and young children a vinyl plank floor or laminate flooring have easy-care finishes.

	How does it feel?

If comfort underfoot is important to you compare the feel of laminate flooring vs vinyl planks - they are both quite different. You can always soften hard floors with rugs in living rooms and bedrooms.

	How does it sound?

Hard flooring such as timber, hybrid and laminate flooring are practical but they can also be noisier than vinyl or carpet.


Carpet Court Stores To Find the Right Flooring For You

As Australia’s largest flooring retailer with over 200 stores right across Australia, it isn’t hard to find a fabulous Carpet Court showroom near you.

There are inspiring Carpet Court stores located in:


	Melbourne, Victoria
	Sydney, New South Wales
	Brisbane, Queensland
	Canberra, ACT
	Adelaide, South Australia
	Perth, Western Australia
	Darwin, Northern Territory
	Hobart, Tasmania


Throughout your state, you will find a fantastic choice of high-performing, luxurious and surprisingly affordable flooring solutions at a Carpet Court store near you. Visit one of our stores today and we can walk you through all the different flooring options available, give your advice on the best underlay options and provide you with warranty and installers details.

	

What type of flooring is best for high traffic areas?



Carpet Court offers a range of durable and resilient flooring options. Laminate flooring offers an extremely hard wearing and easily cleaned flooring solution. Some vinyl flooring types and timber floors are also suitable for high traffic areas.








What are the benefits of timber flooring?



Timber flooring offers many benefits:

	The warm and lustrous nature of timber flooring provides a classic and timeless finish as well as a solid foundation for your living spaces, bedrooms and hallways.
	Timber's varied colours, textures and grains provide a unique finish with a sleek feel.
	Timber is durable, hardwearing and easy to maintain.
	Timber floors come in a variety of styles such as plank flooring, herringbone (geometric) and chevron (laid in a v-pattern) to create completely different looks.
	Engineered timber flooring offers a real hardwood layer attached to a timber core board. This provides an authentic timber finish able to be laid in a floating floor fashion.












What type of flooring adds the most value to a home?

Choosing a flooring option which best suits your home environment could increase the value of your home in the eyes of a buyer. At Carpet Court, high quality flooring products include:

	timber flooring
	hybrid planks
	luxury vinyl flooring
	laminate flooring


Within each flooring collection there is a range of prices, performance features, styles and designs. This means you can find high quality luxury flooring options and budget flooring options in each and every hard-flooring product.

What are the latest trends in flooring?

Oak, Spotted Gum and Blackbutt remain popular choices, in smokey greys and naturally light tones.

Water resistant laminate flooring, hybrid flooring and vinyl planks are also popular flooring choices that deliver seamless flow throughout the home.
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How to find the perfect flooring solution for your home?

When choosing the perfect flooring solution for your home it is important to consider:

	Do your floors receive direct sunlight?
	Do you have pets and young children?
	What sort of look and feel are you aiming for?
	What is your budget?


When choosing new flooring options, our home owners use our online resources for assistance to visualise potential colour and style options.




What are the different types of flooring?

There is a range of hardwood flooring options including:

	Timber flooring
	Hybrid flooring
	Laminate flooring
	Vinyl flooring


You will find all of these high-quality flooring types at Carpet Court in a range of popular colours.

Which type of flooring is waterproof?

Hybrid flooring blends the best properties of both laminate and vinyl for a durable, attractive and waterproof flooring solution. Hybrid flooring is suitable for wet areas such as bathrooms, kitchens and laundries too.

View our range of innovative waterproof hybrid flooring at Carpet Court today!
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What are the benefits of timber flooring?

Timber flooring offers many benefits:

	The warm and lustrous nature of timber flooring provides a classic and timeless finish as well as a solid foundation for your living spaces, bedrooms and hallways.
	Timber's varied colours, textures and grains provide a unique finish with a sleek feel.
	Timber is durable, hardwearing and easy to maintain.
	Timber floors come in a variety of styles such as plank flooring, herringbone (geometric) and chevron (laid in a v-pattern) to create completely different looks.
	Engineered timber flooring offers of a real hardwood layer attached to a timber core board. This provides an authentic timber finish able to be laid in a floating floor
	fashion.
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When should I choose laminate flooring?

Laminate flooring is one of the most popular hardwood flooring solutions for Australian homes. Laminate flooring is a good choice if:

	You have pets and/or young children. The surface replicates the look of real timber but laminate flooring has an incredibly tough, scratch-resistant, stain-resistant and often water resistant finish.
	You want an easy DIY installation. Laminate floating floors are much easier to install than solid timber floorboards.
	Your budget doesn't stretch to timber flooring. Laminate is far more affordable to the family budget.


What type of flooring is best for high traffic areas?

Carpet Court offer a range of durable and resilient flooring options. Laminate flooring offers an extremely hardwearing and easily cleaned flooring solution. Some vinyl flooring types and timber floors are also suitable for high traffic areas.




The new kid on the block – hybrid flooring

Hybrid the latest floating floor innovation brought to you by Carpet Court.

Combining the best attributes of laminate flooring and vinyl flooring, hybrid flooring can be installed in most areas of the home.

Hybrid floors are quick and easy to install making them DIY friendly, or a low-cost job for professionals.
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How to find the perfect flooring products for your home?

When comparing flooring products for your home, consider the following:

BUDGET

While timber flooring attracts the highest price tag and installation costs, other hardwood floating floors vary considerably in price. Don't assume a particular type of flooring is beyond your budget.

SHEET, PLANK, OR TILE?

Vinyl flooring is available in timber-look vinyl planks, and if you are covering commercial spaces we supply and install vinyl sheets and vinyl tiles.

HOW DO YOU CLEAN IT?

Consider which hardwood floor surfaces may show streaks when damp-mopped. If you have pets and young children a vinyl plank floor or laminate flooring have easy-care finishes.

HOW DOES IT FEEL?

If comfort underfoot is important to you compare the feel of laminate flooring vs vinyl planks - they are both quite different. You can always soften hard floors with rugs in living rooms and bedrooms.

HOW DOES IT SOUND?

Hard flooring such as timber, hybrid and laminate flooring are practical but they can also be noisier than vinyl or carpet.




Where can I find Carpet Court stores?

As Australia’s largest flooring retailer with over 200 stores right across Australia, it isn’t hard to find a fabulous Carpet Court showroom near you.

There are inspiring Carpet Court stores located in:

MELBOURNE, VICTORIA

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES

BRISBANE, QUEENSLAND

CANBERRA, ACT

ADELAIDE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

PERTH, WESTERN AUSTRALIA

DARWIN, NORTHERN TERRITORY

HOBART, TASMANIA

Throughout your state, you will find a fantastic choice of high-performing, luxurious and surprisingly affordable flooring solutions at a Carpet Court store near you
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    Order Our Free Magazine
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    Book a free consultation
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    Use the Store Locator
  



SUBSCRIBE TO CARPET COURT E-UPDATES

Be first to know about new products, promotions and design trends.


    Newsletter

    
        
                        
                
                    
                        
                            Sign Up for Our Newsletter:                        
                        
                    
                

            

            
                
                    Subscribe
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Help Centre
FAQs
Zip
Afterpay
Qantas Frequent Flyer
Qantas Business Rewards
Warranty Information
Privacy Policies
Privacy Collection Notice
Social Media Policy
Covid-19 Updates





Our company
About Us
Franchise Opportunities
Social Responsibility
Careers




Get in touch
Book a Consultation
Store Locator
Contact Us
Order Our Free Magazine




Competitions
Qantas Magazine Competiton
50 x 100,000 Points Giveaway
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